Synopsis
Complete step-by-step instructions help you achieve a sustainable, efficient, and attractive yard. The Black & Decker Complete Guide to Landscape Projects is a hardworking, comprehensive manual for renovating, building, and "greening up" your landscape. Inside, you'll find complete directions for time-tested landscape building projects as well as new environmentally sustainable projects. From designing your landscape to putting the finishing touches on an arbor or custom gate, everything you need for landscaping success is right here. Learn how to make and install: compost bins, garden walls, dry beds, rain gardens, water features and irrigation, patios and walkways, all the most popular styles of fencing, and more. You can build a sustainable, low-cost yard with the most efficient, cost-effective methods and products with the help of this book. Just because you live in the city and don't own a half-acre plot doesn't mean you can't have a spectacular landscape. In this updated, new edition you will find a special section just for small yards and urban settings. Jump right in and build the landscape of your dreams!
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Customer Reviews
This is a really great all around book covering design, planting, paths, edging and all sorts of types of gardens (zen, rain, xeriscape, perennial, trees, etc.). It also covers how to make pathways, walls, fences, water features and a few entertainment projects like fireplaces and arbor retreats. With beautiful inspiration photos along with detailed step by step tutorial photos you can tackle a wide
variety of yard projects.
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